
VISIBLE AND HIDDEN DIMENSIONS OF DIVERSITY

The common definition of diversity today includes both the visible (e.g. race/ ethnicity, age, gender, etc.) and invisible
dimensions (e.g. thinking.

Third, are the internal dimensions, which are based on personal issues p. Thomas Delong and Mr. These
points will help you begin to pick apart the complex topic of diversity. Debates over celebration or integration
of religious and ethnic minorities, and the issues raised by LGBT equality movements have become To do
this, a strict zero-tolerance approach to discrimination is a necessity. Cultural Landscaping Diversity covers a
range of characteristics and deals with how we accept and deal with how we accept or respect those
characteristic. The story describes Doree's psychological and emotional metamorphosis from an innocent
young girl who has to face many difficulties to become a woman. It always comes back to education.
Accepting diversity then leads to In America, you can take an adventure and learn to speak Spanish, eat Indian
food, dress like the Japanese, listen to Australian music with a group of Brazilian friends and still be
American. Thesis Statement II. One approach to this challenge is to try to identify types or categories of
difference. Lastly, we have been building working relationships with students and the community. Identify
and briefly explain the dimensions by referenced both text books. We teach that the invisible dimensions are
just as important to ensuring inclusion as those that we can see. As the server looked over me and asked a
person who had just come up to the counter if he could help him, I spoke up saying that I was there first.
Tatyana Thweatt August 07, My Place - The Place for Diversity Multimedia Analysis Diversity, a term that
affects every person, group, and culture, is simply the ways that all of us are different. I can be gay, deaf, have
mental health issues, be transgender, belong to a religion â€” and hide all of this. First, organizational
dimensions start at the functional level.


